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History
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Development of EverEarn token started in November 2021 

(two months before launch), and was born from a simple initial 

concept; to provide investors with real opportunity to invest in 

a cryptocurrency that puts their needs and goals at the 

forefront, and establish a new benchmark within the crypto-

space for transparency and accountability.

EverEarn (EARN) is a deflationary cryptocurrency token, 

originally launched on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC), that 

PAYS investor holders* a 11% in Binance USA Dollars 

(BUSD), a stable-coin that is pegged 1:1 to the US Dollar.  

This 11% reward is applied to all buy, sell and transfer 

transactions**, distributing wealth on a consistent basis.

  

EverEarn is structured to operate and run like a business, and 

not someone’s hobby or side-hustle.  This means that the 

primary function of the core team is to assemble and utilize 

talent when and as needed, for the most efficient cost, in the 

least amount of time, achieving the best TCO and ROI.  To put 

it bluntly, EverEarn is here to make money for its investors and 

itself.  
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Today

https://everearn.net

After surviving through the past 9 month of global economic 

downtrend due to macroeconomic inflation, increased tensions 

between super powers, supply chain issues and rising costs 

everywhere, EverEarn is expanding to Ethereum and Polygon. 

 

This is to Increase exposure to the widest possible 

audience, to ensure the greatest chance of continuous 

income, stability and success, and eliminate SPFs.

 

Untethered multichaining will allow each chart to move 

freely unencumbered, thus mitigating risk exposure.  

Struggling chains will not be synthetically lifted, 

encouraging selling. Tethering during economic 

uncertainty increases down-trending risk across multiple 

chains.  

 

Token supply across all blockchains however will be 

mirrored, ensuring that future cross-chaining, if the time 

comes, will remain viable, and easy to implement.
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EverEarn is the Solution
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EverEarn is the SOLUTION to the empty hype problem of so 

many reward tokens; 

#1 Low Reward Amounts (4%-9%)

Holders need to commit huge initial buys ($5.000+) very early 

on (often with 1-2 days of launch or presale) AND daily 

volumes must stay in the millions to earn only a few dollars.   

EverEarn solves this problem by being the HIGHEST paying 

BUSD REWARDS token on the BSC.  At 11%, holders* are 

guaranteed to earn higher residual income at the same trading 

volume than all others tokens…period.

#2 Burning 50%+ of Tokens at/before Launch

If the token is supposed to be hyper-deflationary, burning half 

the supply at the start defeats that purpose.  Buyback and 

burns not actually occurring as advertised, or at all, thus no 

further / future benefit to investors.

EverEarn solves this problem by ONLY burning up to 15% of 

tokens at launch.  EverEarn burns a minimum of an additional 

5 million tokens per day, every day, for maximum effect and 

benefit. 5



EverEarn is the Solution
(continued…)

https://everearn.net

#3 Massive Tax % to Project Teams

An average trade volumes of $1 million/day, generates $20k/

day to the team at 2%.  Yet many teams greedily take 3%, 4%, 

5% and more of the taxes, from investor pockets.  

Investors should not be paying to making project teams 

immediately rich.  EverEarn solves this problem to limiting the 

amount going back to the team to no more than just 2% of the 

tokenomics.  Everything else goes back to the investor, 

liquidity, and token deflation.

#4 Reinventing the Wheel Over Months of Time

Why do teams insist on spending months of time to develop 

their ‘own stuff’ when outsourcing costs less, and delivers 

faster, for the exact same end product.  Why spend weeks to 

develop a basic token swap when many already exist, and can 

be available in days?

EverEarn solves this problem by not trying to reinvent the 

wheel.  If something already great exists, we’re outsourcing it 

so we can focus on ‘x’-factor items that bring real value and 

longevity to the project.
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EverEarn is the Solution 
(continued…)
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#5 Super High Taxes or Anti-Sell Measures

Taxes of 18%, 20%, 25% (and higher), absolutely DO NOT 

encourage holding.  It punishes investors, rewards projects 

teams and ensures sellers will never return.

EverEarn’s tax on ALL buy/sell and transfers (BNB Chain only) 

is 15% (11% STABLCOIN REWARDS, 1% Liquidity, 1% 

Buyback and Burn, 2% Marketing).  We don’t punish investors 

for selling by having a higher sell tax.  People deserve to take 

profits when and where they can.  Yes, we absolutely want 

investors to hold so that they can reap the high yield 11% 

BUSD rewards, but everyone has the right to choose to hold 

or sell.  

 

#6 Massive Amount of Tokens Allotted to Project Team

No matter the sales pitch, allotting 10%, 15%, 20% (and more) 

of the token to the team is just greedy.

Once again, EverEarn solves this problem by ensuring that 

98% of the money spent by investors is to their immediate 

benefit.***  EverEarn has allotted only 6.5% of token 

distribution to the project (earning stablecoin), ensuring the 

team needs to continue to deliver in order to earn an income. 7
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By the people, for the people.  EverEarn IS the people’s token.

EverEarn’s core philosophy is to DISTRIBUTE REWARDS to 

the greatest amount of people possible, by providing a top-

tiered project that delivers top-tiered 11% STABLECOIN 

REWARDS. 

 

The entire existence of cryptocurrency is owing to the fact that 

people are exhausted of archaic centralized finance models 

where a few get rich, while the rest struggle to die poor.  The 

decentralized finance (DeFi) of crypto is supposed to change 

that, but still most wealth goes to the project teams; the few. 

 

EverEarn believes everyone not only has the right to earn 

greater wealth, but that everyone in the world deserves a 

chance to have a better life. 

 

EverEarn IS the vehicle to greater PASSIVE STABLECOIN 

INCOME.  EverEarn will be THE MUST HAVE top 20 alt-coin. 

 

EverEarn; The People’s Crypto.
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This is Business

EverEarn isn’t a hobby or a side-hustle.  EverEarn is a 

business and is run as such.  This means decisions based 

upon the best return-on-investment, lowest total-cost-of-

ownership, fastest turn-around-time, and best quality and 

value. 

 

Proof Earns Trust

Trust isn’t given, it’s earned through action.  Prior to launch 

and presale, EverEarn is audited, KYC’d (Know You Client), 

with PinkSale.Fiance and Flooz.Trade, and the founders are 

fully doxxed.

 

Here For the People

Investors are here to make money…full stop.  EverEarn’s 

primary focus regarding project decisions and direction, is to 

‘deliver consistent and higher returns on investment’. 

Ethically Fair

We have an obligation to be ethically and morally fair to our 

investors.  Being the project ‘owner’ does not grant the ‘right’ 

to make any decision, or take any action that isn’t in the best 

interests of our investors. 9
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EverEarn has a total crypto-token supply of 100,000,000,000 

(100 Billion).  The supply begins decrease after launch, due to 

the buyback and burn of the EverEarn smart contract. 

 

11% STABLECOIN REWARDS to all holders.*  Every 

buy, sell, and transfer (BNB only) of EARN, results in 11% 

being directly distributed back to holders.*

1% Liquidity.  Adding liquidity back into the token to 

ensure a more stable price floor and decrease the impact of 

selling.

1% Buyback & Burn.  The contract buys back tokens, 

which positively impacts valuation on the chart, and counters 

the impact of selling, as well as market downturns. 

2% Marketing Wallet.  Used to pay for all costs related 

to the operation of the project including, programmers, 

artists, development, marketing, moderators, et al. 

1
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EverEarn is a deflationary token, meaning that it burns tokens 

on a regular basis to apply deflationary pressure to the token 

supply, while applying inflationary pressure to the stablecoin 

rewards payouts.  All $EARN tokens bought with buyback 

funding are sent to the public ‘dead’ wallet, forever removing 

them from circulation.  The number of burned tokens will 

remain mirrored across all chains.

1% of every buy, sell and transfer transaction** is sent to 

the buyback wallet.

A portion of the buyback funds are used to buy $EARN 

from the chart and burned weekly.  A remaining portion Is 

held in reserve to be able to perform larger buys and 

burns for a later date when needed.

‘SolarFlare’.  The name of the process used by EverEarn 

when executing ‘large’ buybacks, which allow for 

immediate positive counterbalance to sudden price chart 

changes, and prevent price manipulation.
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An ecosystem is specifically a group of interdependent 

elements that interact with each other.  EverEarn’s ecosystem 

is exactly that, but with the purpose of ever increasing value 

and return on investment back to holders.*  

 

Every facet of EverEarn’s is designed to support taxation 

tokenomics, which in turn feeds 11% STABLECOIN rewards 

back to holders*, provides more liquidity, and results in more 

tokens being bought back and burned.

EverEarn Dashboard

EverEarn’s distributed application (dApp) dashboard, is the 

secure online webpage used to provide investors with an ever 

increasing array of tools, specifically to increase their ease-of-

use trading experience.  The applications accessible through 

the EverEarn Dashboard will include; a Fiat-Enabled Swap 

Exchange, NFT Minting, Stablecoin Staking, Multi-Chain 

Wallet Tracker, NFT tracker, and more as the project grows.

1
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EverEarn Swap

EverEarn Swap is the native imbedded swap exchange by 

EverEarn.  At its base, EverSwap is essentially a clone of the 

PancakeSwap Swap, which like Poocoin, utilizes 

PancakeSwap’s DEX.  Includes alongside EverSwap, is the 

Flooz.Trade Exchange swap, skinned for EverEarn, and 

allows for purchase of EverEarn (EARN) directly by credit card 

(VISA or Mastercard, ApplePay and GooglePay.  As more 

DEXs and CEXs are added to EverEarn, these links and tools 

will be added alongside for greater investor options and 

experience.

EverEarn Wallet Tracker

EverWallet Tracker allowed investors to quickly and easily see 

and access all their crypto assets on BNB, ETH and POLY, in 

one convenient place.  Sure you could look up the same 

information on the different blockchain scan pages, or go to a 

third party app page, but that becomes one more step in 

getting to your information, and grid grid views information isn’t 

easy.  EverEarn Wallet Tracker provides ease-of-use, presents 

your assets in an easy-to-read and see format, allows quick 

and easy access to your assets, and provides investors with a 

one-stop-shop experience. 1
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EverEarn Staking

EverEarn offers its holders the ability to stake BUSD or USDC, 

and be paid back in the same stablecoin.  While you are 

required to hold $EARN to stake, your $EARN will not be 

locked and remain accessible to you at all times.  The are 4 

staking apps on BNB chain, and will be 4 stablecoin staking 

apps available on each blockchain.  $EARN holders will be 

able to participate in each of the 4 staking apps on each 

blockchain if they choose, and you can invest up to 30% of the 

$EARN you hold, in BUSD in each.

EverEarn NFT Minting

User’s will be able to mint NFTs of their own utilizing images, 

videos, animated GIFs, and other data elements, all with the 

click of a button, with EverEarn BNB chain NFT Minting App.  

NFTs are minted on the BNB chain for pennies, and can be 

easily uploaded to any NFT Marketplace that support BNB 

chain NFTs.

1
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One of the most common statements made by investors 

is that listing on more exchanges will bring in more 

investors, volume, and therefore, more positive valuation.

Of course EverEarn has already planned for CEX listings, 

earmarking 15% of the tokens for this purpose, thus no 

need to remove liquidity in the future.

Investors need to understand though, ‘more’ does not 

mean more ‘positive’ anything.  Centralized exchanges 

(CEX) like Binance, Coinbase and Gemini (for example), 

are self-contained ecosystems.  Each requiring their own 

liquidity, advertising and community focus.  Most CEXs 

don’t support tokenomics, therefore the only driving 

factor of investors on CEXs is the price of the token. 

However all projects MUST weigh the pros and cons prior 

to listing on CEXs, to ensure they are prepared for the 

challenges as well as the social and financial commitment 

involved.  Listing too early in a project, or it is able to 

solidify utility outside of tokenomics, or before investor 

demand warrants it, only results in failure.

1
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* Holder(s) – a wallet which holds, or is in possession of 

EverEarn (EARN) tokens (either buy purchase, airdrop, 

contest winnings, promotion or transfer), from or on, an 

exchange that supports tax tokenomics.  Any exchange not 

supporting taxation tokenomics would be excluded from 

receiving the benefits of the taxation tokenomics.  Any 

exchange only partially supporting taxation tokenomics would 

receive modified benefits.

** Transfer(s) – specifically refers to moving EverEarn 

(EARN) tokens from one wallet to another.  Transferring 

EverEarn IS subject to taxation tokenomics.

*** 98% of the money spent by investors is to their 

immediate benefit – specifically refers to tokens purchased 

on an exchange which supports taxation tokenomics 

(excluding any gas or exchange fees as that it beyond the 

control of EverEarn), and the fact that only 2% of the money 

spent by an investor goes to blacklisted project wallets 

(Marketing), the remaining 98% is returned to the investor in 

the form of 85% EverEarn tokens, 11% STABLECOIN, 1% 

Liquidity and 1% deflation measures. 
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